Celebrity's tourism

« in Celebration of culture and the combination of tradition and modernity is the secret of the Emirates excellence», thus that's how the great actor Adel Imam summed up, the situation of United Arab Emirates today, saying that: that case reflected clearly on the tourist activity in the state. The comedy leader in the Arab world, the Egyptian actor Adel Imam stated for «Emirates tourism Magazine», that United Arab Emirates has assumed a unique place in cultural and touristic locally and internationally; and through the wise leadership of Their Highnesses elders rulers, saying that this tourist status varied significantly between recreational, cultural tourism, heritage, tourism conferences, festivals, exhibitions and others.... Let's view the dialogue below:

Adel Imam:
Emirates has assumed an honored status in cultural and tourist field
Cairo: Bahaa El Din Ayyad

To what extent are you connected with United Arab Emirates?
I have very strong relationships in UAE, of course, has been honored in the past ten years in the festivals of Abu Dhabi and Dubai, more than once, and other cultural events, and they always invite all Arab artists. It's also a country above the excellent in all events organizations that entered before, recent events have impressed me last year, has visited also this year, I already had shoot a film of "Al Sifera Fi Al Emara", and found substantial assistance and strenuous efforts of officials to facilitate our work: because they love the Egyptian people, they have allowed us to shoot in many places and accommodation in the country should pass through Dubai to watch the latest innovation of this dazzling city, but I feel a great warmth in the Emirates of Sharjah, which is characterized as a cultural Emirate of excellence, in which it has participated in many events under the invitation of the owner of the Sharjah International Book Fair in 2014, where you have to participate in several seminars and private cultural events. I have received a traditional award "Arab Innovation", it has impressed me the great interest and support received for such events and cultural activities under the patronage of His Highness the Ruler of Sharjah, which is no different from the Abu Dhabi international Book Fair, which has become the most important international book fairs in the region each year, which is also witnessing a major effectiveness Sheikh Zayed Book Award.

What is the most prominent characteristic of UAE in your own point of view?
There are many features in the recipes of UAE people in which it has become known in the world, on top of gratitude and generosity and to meet the love of culture. These noble qualities have been touched through my humanity relationships with Emirati people. Moreover, these precious qualities were reflected on the state itself and its civilization and its achievements in all fields. Who visits UAE finds a unique case of a merger between tradition and modernity, ancient heritage touches exist and present, which makes you feel the warmth of authenticity and originality, and at the same time is amazes you with its great modernity and sophistication that characterizes its cities.

Have you ever participated before in cultural events in UAE?
I participated in many events, in which I have been honored in many arts festivals, of course, as well as cultural events, including the Sharjah International Book Fair in 2014, where you have to participate in several seminars and private cultural evenings. I have received a traditional award "Arab Innovation", it has impressed me the great interest and support received for such events and cultural activities under the patronage of His Highness the Ruler of Sharjah, which is no different from the Abu Dhabi international Book Fair, which has become the most important international book fairs in the region each year, which is also witnessing a major effectiveness Sheikh Zayed Book Award.

How do you see choosing the Emirate of Sharjah as the "Arabian Tourism Capital for the year 2015"? This is already what you deserve this prestigious emirate, which claimed many cultural and tourist titles on the Arab and Islamic levels. I have already stated saying, "Give me an educated population to give you classical civilization," This is what he caught His Highness Sheikh Sultan Al Qassimi, Ruler of Sharjah. he went off towards it with all the strength and sincerity to achieved the unrivaled success of the Emirate to create a distinct interface, integrated with the rest of the Emirates with the progress achieved in the cultural and tourism aspects. Emirate of Sharjah has earned a well deserved win of "the great capital of Arab tourism in 2015" chosen by the officials of the Arab League, where the selection is in accordance with the objective criteria and states votes on each contestant city by each year profile.